
 
 

MINUTES 
 

BEAR RIVER COMMISSION 
REGULAR MEETING 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVENTH COMMISSION MEETING 
NOVEMBER 17, 2015 

 
 

I. Call to order – The regular meeting of the Bear River Commission was 
called to order by Chairwoman Jody Williams at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday, 
November 17, 2015, at the Utah Department of Natural Resources building in 
Salt Lake City, Utah.  This was the one-hundred twenty-seventh meeting of 
the Commission.  Williams noted that Jeff Peppersack was sitting in for Gary 
Spackman from Idaho and Mike Johnson was sitting in for Gordon Thornock 
from Wyoming.  She asked the Commissioners and audience to introduce 
themselves.  An attendance roster is attached to these minutes as Appendix A. 
 
Williams then addressed the agenda for the meeting.  The agenda was 
approved and a copy is attached to these minutes as Appendix B. 
 
II. Approval of minutes of last Commission meeting – Williams asked if 
there were any changes to the draft minutes of the previous Commission 
meeting held on April 21, 2015, in Brigham City, Utah.  A motion was made to 
approve the minutes with no changes.  The motion was seconded and passed. 
 
III. Reports of Secretary and Treasurer – Randy Staker handed out a sheet 
showing final numbers for FY2015.  Total income for the year amounted to 
$128,846.98 and expenditures were $127,184.53, leaving a cash balance in 
the account of $110,928.87.  Another handout showed income and 
expenditures through November 13, 2015.  He reported that all three states 
had made their yearly payments.  He also noted that invoices had just gone 
out to the water quality agencies for stream gaging costs, so those payments 
should be coming in later.  Staker noted that stream gaging costs were down a 
little from the previous year and expenses to date totaled $71,470.65.  Copies 
of Staker’s handouts are attached in Appendix C.  Eric Millis then 
recommended that the Commission approve the financial reports presented.  
They were approved by motion of the Commission.   
 
IV. Wyoming’s Weather Modification Study and Plans – Barry Lawrence 
gave a report on Wyoming’s weather modification study and program.    He 
explained that Wyoming has been involved in a cloud seeding study for about 
ten years, with the majority of the funding coming from the Wyoming State 
Legislature and additional funds from the University of Wyoming and some 
Lower Basin partners.  They began by doing a six-month feasibility study to 
assess the viability of conducting winter snowpack augmentation in the Wind 
River, the Sierra Madre and the Medicine Bow mountain ranges.  Results of 
the study suggested that the potential existed for natural snowpack to be 
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increased 10-15 percent in winters with close to normal conditions.  This became the blueprint for 
the ten-year program.  Lawrence explained many details of their program which can be found in his 
PowerPoint attached as Appendix D.  Lawrence reported that the scientists believe there was a 
seeding effect over those years, based on the program they were running, of between 5 and 15 
percent.  As far as the cost of additional water generated, it ranged from about $27 to $54 per acre-
foot.  He explained that because the research was over, they dismantled all the equipment in the 
Medicine Bow and Sierra Madre about a year ago.  However, the equipment was left in the Wind 
River Range because there was a real interest from the agencies in the Lower Basin of the Colorado 
to do flow augmentation activities.  They actually ran the generators during the preceding winter 
and plan to run them again during the upcoming winter.  Lawrence reported that, based on the 
results of the study, the Wyoming Legislature amended into the Omnibus Water Bill $1.4 million to 
“jump start” cloud seeding activities across the State of Wyoming.  In summary, they have 
transitioned from research to operation.  They are pursuing collaborative opportunities and 
continuing education and outreach activities. 
 
V. Paris Hills Water Study and Plans – Dave Kramer, General Manager of Paris Hills Agricom, 
gave an update on their phosphate mine project located in the southeast corner of Idaho.  Most of 
his presentation is detailed in his PowerPoint, which is included in these minutes as Appendix E.  
He noted that in January of 2014, immediately following the construction of a test well, they 
conducted a three-day aquifer pump test.  The results of that test were inconclusive, showing 
dewatering rates anywhere from half to two or three times the 16,000 gpm estimate from their 
feasibility study.  They reached out to several other hydrologic companies to review the work that 
was done.  They could find no flaws in the work done, but suggested that a three-day test was 
nowhere near long enough to be able to determine the dewatering rates or to capture the essence 
of the hydrology on the property.  Consequently they immediately began to plan a 30-day high rate 
pump test.  This test took place in July 2015, and although they don’t yet have a completed report, 
they were able to determine that they are back in the realm of a dewatering requirement of 16,000 
gpm.  Kramer commented that they were pretty happy with the progress made in the last year.  He 
noted that one of the questions that were asked during an earlier presentation to the Commission 
was what effects the project might have from a regional standpoint.  He reported that they had 
hired a group out of Idaho Falls to begin a regional groundwater study, but they put that on hold 
while they were investigating the varying dewatering rates.  The study was about 80 percent 
complete and waiting on a hydrology model and report.  Kramer indicated that they intend to 
provide the report and complete that regional study soon.  He reviewed the next steps they will be 
taking.  He also noted that they are revisiting the timing of their mine plan to try to sequence the 
mine in such a manner that they get to the deepest part of the mine at year 19, therefore reducing 
overall dewatering requirements on a per annum basis. 
 
XIII.A. Activities of the Bear River Water Users Association – As Carly Burton had to leave the 
meeting early, this agenda item was moved up.  Burton commented on the amazing outcome of the 
2015 irrigation season as the summer rains relieved the dire situation that existed in the spring.  He 
noted that the members of the Association did a remarkable job of conserving water during the 
summer.    He shared some numbers for water use and remaining unused allocation for 2015, with 
an unused amount of almost 97,000 acre-feet, which is preserved for Bear Lake recovery.  He noted 
that the combination of unused allocation for the two-year period of 2014 and 2015 was 
approximately 238,000 acre-feet, which is about equal to the maximum allocation.  He indicated 
that this is a great benefit for Bear Lake interests.  With regard to new water applications, the 
Association has done a lot of work with Nibley City and Cache County to develop a framework 
agreement that would enable Nibley City to move forward with water development while at the 
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same time protecting the interests of PacifiCorp and the Bear River Water Users Association.  
Burton suggested this could be a sort of template for future water development in other cities in 
Cache County.   
 
VI. Twin Lakes’ FERC EIS – Don Barnett expressed appreciation to Jody Williams for arranging a 
conference call with someone in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) who knew this 
project from beginning to end.  She was able to provide information relative to the process and the 
status.  Barnett noted that the Commission had not taken a position on the project, so his report 
was just to update the group on the current status and the process yet remaining.  He shared a list 
with the group showing the main points of the process (see Appendix F).   He reported that this 
project has been more than a decade in the making and formally in the process for the last eight 
years.  Barnett explained that FERC has a pre-application process which requires the applicant to 
scope out all the issues and do the needed studies so they can submit a well-informed application.  
This pre-application process cost the Twin Lakes folks about $3 million.  The application was then 
formally filed in November 2013 and accepted nearly a year later, in October 2014.   Following 
public comments and an examination of the information, a draft EIS was issued on September 30, 
2015, recommending that FERC take the “No Action” alternative, which was to not build the project.  
However, the draft was unusual in that it also included language that suggested elements that 
should be required if a permit were to be granted.  The FERC staff made it clear that, as far as new 
construction is concerned, this is probably the biggest project they have received in 30 years, so 
they reviewed this application carefully and in detail before issuing the draft EIS.  The 60-day 
comment period expires on November 30, 2015.  Barnett explained that moving ahead, FERC will 
address and respond to all meaningful comments, which will result in a response in the appendix of 
the EIS, as well as possible changes to the EIS.  Whether or not those changes might change the 
ultimate recommendation is yet to be seen.  The target date is about April 2016 when they believe 
the staff will issue a final EIS.  At that point, legal counsel will prepare a draft order for FERC that is 
consistent with the findings in the final EIS.  There is then a 30-day period where the applicant can 
file a request for re-hearing, submit new documentation or data, and have an opportunity to be 
heard by the Commission and present their position.  Following any rehearing, FERC will issue a 
final order one way or the other.  After that, there is an opportunity for a judicial review at some 
point in the future.   
 
In answer to a question, Barnett reported that the applicant is responsible for the costs incurred in 
the pre-application process, but FERC takes over once the application is approved.  They often hire 
outside contractors to assist where they don’t have the expertise in-house.   
 
The Commission then took a short break. 
 
X. Management Committee Report – Eric Millis had to leave early so he gave his Management 
Committee report earlier on the agenda.  In addition to reviewing budget information and agendas 
for the meetings, he reported that the main thing they discussed was the assignments given to the 
TAC, especially regarding depletions.  They are making great progress and are currently working on 
updating the crop mixes throughout the Basin.  Those mixes have changed since the last assessment 
in 1990.  Idaho is taking the lead on efforts for the post-1976 changes, but all the states are working 
together with their GIS staff.  The TAC is also working on the municipal depletions.  Utah has spent 
considerable time recently going through their numbers and trying to assess what the municipal 
depletions really are for the Utah portion of the Basin.  They are now working with Idaho and 
Wyoming to see if the method and numbers Utah is using are reasonable and can be applicable 
throughout.  The third item is supplemental acreage depletions.  This has been a difficult 
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assignment for the TAC, but they believe they have made some major breakthroughs recently that 
will allow for progress.  The states are working together to get some commonality on the methods.  
He expressed appreciation to the TAC for their excellent work. 
 
VII. Records & Public Involvement Committee Report – As Liz Cresto took the notes for the 
Records Committee, Curtis Stoddard asked her to give a brief review of the meeting.  Liz reported 
that the USGS will keep funding for stream gaging at the current level for the coming year and that 
the water quality agencies will continue to support the stream gaging effort.  They discussed the 
report that Jack Barnett is working on summarizing the real-time gaging effort.  There were reports 
from the states of new gaging efforts that will be added in the coming year.  They discussed the 
biennial report which should be submitted by the end of the year.  Regarding the Commission 
website, the committee learned of some new updates which would include the “About” section and 
a real-time gage monitoring report that Jack Barnett is working on.  There has also been a series of 
USGS reports that have been put on the site, as well as some historical documents that discuss the 
development of the Compact.  The WIS continues to be supported by the water quality group and 
they want to keep that updated.  Lastly, the committee discussed future public events and the 
possibility of having a tour in the future.   
 
VIII. Operations Committee Report – Blair Francis mentioned that the Operations Committee 
discussed how the river responded in the Upper Division.  There was no Compact restriction as 
everyone worked together with the available water.  Most of the reservoirs ended up with a pretty 
good amount of water and, with Bear Lake above 5911, there will be no upstream Compact storage 
restrictions this winter.  In the Central Division, they went into emergency mode and started 
regulating on May 1st.  Due to some good rains in mid-May, they ceased regulating until July.  There 
was good distribution and good cooperation amongst the operators in the Central Division.  The 
gains to Idaho were quite confusing, so they are working on that.  In the Lower Division there was 
no request for regulation.  Francis mentioned that they had a little discussion about weather 
stations and comparing rainfall numbers in certain areas.  The states discussed what was available 
for rainfall measurement and the possibility of upgrading to get better real-time data on rainfall in 
the various areas.   
 
Connely Baldwin handed out his summary on Bear Lake operations for the 2015 water year (see 
Appendix G).  He noted the irrigation water use of 117,000 acre-feet is fairly typical for this type of 
a water year.  The Bear Lake outlet was open on June 13th, which is typical of a normal water year, 
instead of the dry year which we actually had, with a 42 percent of normal runoff to Bear Lake.  
Looking ahead, if there is an elevation increase at Bear Lake of three feet from the seasonal low, the 
allocation would be 230,000 acre-feet.  If the increase is as low as a one foot elevation increase, the 
allocation would still be 217,000 acre-feet.  As far as operations, Baldwin reported that the Outlet 
Canal was open.  Alexander Reservoir was being refilled after releasing some irrigation water while 
they replaced the spill gates.  Water will be released in the Black Canyon for recreational use from 
April 1st to June 5th.  There are no other planned drawdowns for 2016. 
 
Francis mentioned that the Operations Committee also discussed the depletion assignments that 
the TAC had been working on.  They also discussed the new Delivery Schedule No. 1 regarding 
water inventory in the Lower Division states.  The states can come to the Operations Committee for 
minor changes.  Several changes were made the previous April, but there were no changes this year.  
It’s an ongoing process.  The TAC was assigned to look at storage changes parallel to this.  The 
committee also discussed new water uses.  In addition to Twin Lakes and Paris Hills, which had 
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already been discussed, Trout Unlimited is looking at a project in the Upper Division that they are 
just getting started on. 
 
IX, Water Quality Committee Report – Walt Baker reported that the Water Quality Committee 
had a great meeting the previous day.  They heard reports on the Paris Hills project and the FERC 
action on the Twin Lakes project that have already been reported to the Commission.  They also had 
a very interesting report from Jim DeRito of Trout Unlimited about infrastructure and diversion 
projects in the Bear River watershed that facilitate spawning of the Bonneville Cutthroat Trout.  
Baker felt there was a great opportunity of partnering with Trout Unlimited with a perspective of 
improving fish habitat, improving water quality, reducing sediment loading, etc.  Baker noted items 
of interest in the three states that have implications for the Bear River watershed.  Utah is updating 
its lower Bear River from Cutler to the Great Salt Lake TMDL, which will take a couple of years to 
complete.  Wyoming is having issues with third parties submitting water quality data that would be 
included in the integrated report that is sent to Congress every two years on the quality of the 
waters in each state.  The issue deals with some third party folks that have an agenda, perhaps 
relative to grazing in particular, where they are shading in one direction what the quality of the 
water may be.  Baker mentioned that Utah has not struggled with this problem and they have a very 
strict quality control regime which only allows certain entities to submit data, but it is on their 
radar screen.  He mentioned that this is an issue that the west is facing right now.   
 
Baker reported that they are continuing with their tri-state monitoring plan which has been in 
effect now for ten years.  This has allowed for efficiency and cost savings and has been very 
effective.  The technical committee will evaluate the data over that ten-year period to determine if 
the tri-state effort should continue, which he suspects will be the case.   
 
Regarding efforts in the states that affect the Bear River watershed, Baker noted that Logan City is 
moving ahead on its $115 million project to build a new wastewater treatment plant replacing what 
has been in place for the last 50-60 years.  It will be in construction for three years, and it will offer 
the prospect of very improved water quality coming out of the facility and improved water quality 
in Cutler Reservoir and the Lower Bear River.   
 
Utah struggles with nutrient pollution and has implemented its technology based phosphorus 
effluent limit.  Phosphorus is a pollutant that sometimes sequesters itself in the sediment, but it 
never goes away.  Though the nutrients are not toxic and don’t present water quality problems, 
they do act as a source of fertilizer, turning the waterways green and producing algae, which affects 
fisheries and recreational activities.  By the year 2020 wastewater treatment plants will need to 
meet a 1 mg/L limit.  Lagoon systems will have a cap on their phosphorus loading which will 
require enhanced treatment.   
 
Baker mentioned that new ammonia standards are coming.  They are already on the books for EPA 
and will be on Utah’s books in 2017 and probably thereabouts for the states of Wyoming and Idaho.  
This will have a profound effect on wastewater treatment facilities which will have to upgrade to 
meet the more stringent ammonia limit.  This nationwide standard is based on mussels and snails 
in the Great Lakes Region and 48 states have confirmed their existence.  It’s kind of interesting 
where these little critters are.  East of the Rockies they are prevalent.  They are also found west of 
the Rockies, except for a sliver down the Rockies where they may not be able to find hospitable 
habitat.  Baker reported that Colorado and Utah are partnering in a study, hoping to show that these 
critters do not exist in those two states.  They are trying to see if they can have a relaxation of that 
standard, which is really an expensive game changer for a lot of wastewater treatment plants.   
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Similar to 45 other states, Idaho is seeking delegation from EPA to administer the Clean Water Act 
in Idaho.  Currently there are only a handful of states where EPA administers the Act and permits.  
Idaho is seeing that there are some advantages to running the program out of Boise instead of 
Seattle.  They will submit their application in 2016, and it will probably be a two-year process to get 
the delegation.  Idaho is also developing the human health criteria for fish consumption.  Baker 
noted that this effort has received some media attention having to do with possible EPA influence 
on Idaho in the development of that standard.   
 
Wyoming indicates that it is getting a lot more scrutiny in its water quality program.  They used to 
be on the down-low, and they are finding that they are not so much anymore.  There is a lot of 
scrutiny relative to QA/QC, their monitoring, their listings, their standards, etc.   Consequently they 
are having to a lot more work than they used to.    
 
Finally, Baker commented that we just need more water.  The Great Salt Lake’s footprint is 
shrinking and is within a foot of the all-time low.   The brine shrimp industry and some of the 
mineral extraction industries are a bit concerned about that.  
 
XI. Engineer-Manager’s Report – Don Barnett explained that he had no items to report beyond 
what had already been discussed in the meeting. 
 
XII.A. State Report – Wyoming – Sue Lowry reported that Wyoming’s Statewide Water 
Association held their annual meeting in Evanston and they toured some of the water development 
projects, including the intake on Bear Lake for the City of Evanston and Sulphur Creek Reservoir.   
 
Lowry reported that one of the initiatives from Governor Mead’s water strategy is called the 
Credible Data Initiative.  They were hopeful to see an expansion of their weather station network 
within the state and had put together metrics criteria for where to put up to 40 weather stations.  
These stations would involve full-blown solar radiation which would provide better ET 
calculations.  Lowry mentioned that Wyoming is dealing with new air quality standards that are 
hitting coal production very hard, as well as $40 per barrel oil, which is not good for the economy of 
the state.  With these issues in the forefront, they are doubtful that they could get their project 
funded in the upcoming biennium.  Along those same lines, Wyoming has a budget session coming 
up.  There is about a $600 million shortfall.  The Governor has put on a hiring freeze, and right now 
people are just hopeful that it won’t mean a reduction in staff.  So things aren’t looking very rosy, 
but those are the economic woes of being an energy producing state. 
 
XII.B. State Report – Idaho – Jeff Peppersack presented the report for Idaho.  He noted the 
delivery calls in the southeast part of the state in the Snake Plain aquifer, which have resulted in 
extensive litigation and the need for methodology orders to determine shortfalls and mitigation or 
curtailment.  Just this past year there has been a settlement agreement between the surface water 
users and the groundwater pumpers.  An important component is an actual reduction in 
consumptive use of about 240,000 acre-feet per year, which will be difficult.  He felt that there is a 
realization that something like that has to occur.  Otherwise there is continued uncertainty each 
year and potential curtailment.  So if that is successful, there will be a lot of monitoring and 
measuring efforts by the Department rather than going through the methodology order each year, 
so there will still be a lot of work and a lot of monitoring and measuring to ensure that it actually is 
effective.  But if it is effective, it also would help with other delivery calls that are ongoing in the 
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Eastern Snake Plane Aquifer, as well as the minimum stream flows that are established under the 
Swan Falls Agreement.  
 
Peppersack also reported that the Department designated a groundwater management area and a 
temporary moratorium in the Malad Valley based on concerns about groundwater levels in the 
area.  The groundwater management area allows for the development of a management plan which 
will help to establish a path forward for years to come.  The moratorium is currently for two years, 
but it could develop into something longer.  There is also the Bear River adjudication.  Last year 
there were public meetings held and they had pretty good support, but it didn’t make it to the 
Legislature.  This year they are hearing that there may be enough local legislative support to 
actually get it before the Legislature.    
 
XII.C. State Report – Utah – Todd Adams gave the report for Utah.  He mentioned that the 
Governor of Utah about two years ago started a Governor’s Water Strategy with about 40 people on 
the team.  They are hoping to have a report out by the end of 2015. 
 
Adams reported that ever since Eric Millis has become the Director of the Division of Water 
Resources, they have been going through an audit.  They are trying to provide answers having to do 
with the State Water Data Program that deal with accuracy, how to improve that, some issues with 
water conservation pricing and metering, secondary water and working with other state agencies 
to look at solutions.  This will be part of some legislative fixes they will ask the Legislature to 
consider this year.   
 
Adams reported on two large water projects they are currently working on.  They are preparing a 
pre-application document on the Lake Powell Pipeline to be submitted to FERC by the first of 
December.  They are working hard to get this project moving forward, even though it is not due to 
deliver water until 2025.  They are also continuing to work on studies in the Bear River 
development.  They narrowed down a list of potential reservoir sites from 40-45 to around 7.  They 
are studying the potential and feasibility of each of these sites for that development.   
 
XIII.  Other/Public Comment – David Cottle from Bear Lake Watch addressed the group.  He 
expressed appreciation to PacifiCorp and the Bear River Water Users Association for their attention 
to close water management.  He noted that they often get questions about wasting water, and they 
feel they can respond that everyone is trying their best to conserve every drop.   
 
Cottle mentioned that Bear Lake Watch hosts the Merlin Olsen Summer Classic golf tournament 
each year to raise money for research and data collection on Bear Lake.  To date they have raised 
over $160,000 and they are starting to look quite seriously at what to study next.  They are 
planning to convene a Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) composed of people associated with the 
state agencies, Utah State University, the Bear River Commission and other entities to determine 
what studies to pursue at Bear Lake.   
 
Cottle also mentioned the Lidar flyover of northern Utah that was initiated by Utah’s Forestry, Fire 
and State Lands.  Their intent was to fly to the Utah State border.  Cottle asked if they might 
consider flying over the rest of Bear Lake if he could get additional partners to help with the 
funding.  He was happy to report that the Bear Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Idaho Department of 
Lands and Bear Lake Watch have all contributed to extend this flyover to cover the rest of Bear 
Lake and the Refuge portion of the Lake.  He felt that there were some management implications for 
the Commission, as well as for the agencies in those states. 
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XIV. Next Commission Meeting – Chairwoman Williams reported that the next Bear River 
Commission meeting will be held on April 19, 2016, at the Utah Department of Natural Resources 
building in Salt Lake City.   
 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 
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Utah Department of Natural Resources 
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COMMISSION AND ASSOCIATED MEETINGS 
 
 
November 16 
 
10:00 a.m. Water Quality Committee Meeting – Red Rock Conference Room Burnell 
 
 
November 17 
 
 9:00 a.m. Records & Public Involvement Committee Meeting – Room 314 Stoddard  
 
10:00 a.m. Operations Committee Meeting – Room 314 Francis 
 
11:15 p.m. Informal Meeting of Commission – Room 314 D. Barnett 
 
11:30 p.m. State Caucuses and Lunch Peppersack/Millis/Lowry 
 
  1:30 p.m. Commission Meeting – Main Floor Auditorium (Rms. 1040/1050) Williams 
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PROPOSED AGENDA 
REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING 

 
November 17, 2015 

 
Convene Meeting:  1:30 p.m. 
Chair:  Jody Williams 

 
I. Call to order Williams 

A. Welcome of guests and overview of meeting  
B. Approval of agenda 

 
II. Approval of minutes of last Commission meeting (April 21, 2015) Williams 

III. Reports of Secretary and Treasurer Millis/Staker 
A. 2015 budget closeout 
B. 2016 expenditures to date 
C. Other 

IV. Wyoming’s Weather Modification Study and Plans Lawrence 
  

V. Paris Hills Water Study and Plans Kramer  
 

VI. Twin Lakes’ FERC EIS Barnett 
 

BREAK 
 

VII. Records & Public Involvement Committee report Stoddard 
 

VIII. Operations Committee report 
A. Committee meeting Francis 
B. Operations in 2015 Baldwin 
C. PacifiCorp operations Baldwin 

 
IX. Water Quality Committee report Baker 

X. Management Committee report Millis 

XI. Engineer-Manager’s report Barnett 

XII. State reports 
A. Wyoming Lowry 
B. Idaho Peppersack 
C. Utah Millis 

XIII. Other / Public comment Williams 
A. Activities of the Bear River Water Users Association Burton 
B. Bear Lake Watch Cottle 
C. Other 

XIV. Next Commission meeting (Tuesday, April 19, 2016) Williams 
 
 

Anticipated adjournment:   4:00 p.m.  
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The Impetus …

•• Drought, Drought, Drought …

•• Several inquiries received  Several inquiries received S
concerning the State’s lack of concerning the State s lack o
involvement with weather involvement with weather 
modification technology.

•• Area V of the Wyoming Area V of the Wyoming A
Association of Conservation Association of Conservation
Districts sent a resolution and Districts sent a resolution and 
formal application to the WWDC formal application to the WWDC
in 2003 asking for a weather in 2003 asking for a w
modification project.

2004 Feasibility Study …

Six month study to assess the viability of Six month study to assess the viability of S
conducting winter snowpack augmentation conducting winter snowpack augmentatio
operations in the Wind River and Sierra operations in the Wind River an
Madre/Medicine Bow Ranges.

• Significant fractions of cloud water were not being converted to Significant fractions ofS
precipitation (snow).

• The potential existed for natural snowpack to be increased in the The potential existed fT
target areas from 10

ed f
1010-

or natural snowfod f
00--15% annually.

• Impact would be greatest in winters having normal or nearar-r-normal Impact woI
snowfall.

High resolution computer modeling High resolution computer modeling 
of the clouds and airflow should be of the clouds and airflow should beof the clouds and airflow should be
used to support both operations used to support boused to support bo
and evaluations.

Remotete-e-controlled groundnd-d-based Remottee ontrolled grouncoc ndd asedbab
seeding generators should be used seeding generators shoseedinngg generators shog geg g
to optimize targeting.

Program evaluation should be Program evalu
independent

uation should be alu
t and use both physical independenindependentt and use bothand use bothaa

and statistical methods. 
Physical studies that examine processes Physical studies that examine proces
important to the seeding concepts.important to the seeding concepts.
Randomized experiment: quantitative Randomized e
assessment.

WWMPP consistent t with the 2003 

Hi h l i d li

WWMPP consistentt with the 2003 w
National Research Council Report:
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Operations …

Weather Modification, Inc.
–– Fargo, NDg ,

Heritage Environmental, Denver, CO

National Center for Atmospheric
Research h h –– Boulder, CO

Desert Research Institute, Reno, NV

Research & Evaluation …

Technical Advisory Team (TAT)

Bureau of Land ManagementBureau of Land Management
Natural Resources Conservation ServiceNatural Resources Conserv
National Weather ServiceWeather Service

Riverton and Cheyenne officesRiverton and C
University of Wyoming 

d C
g g -

heyenne officesChC
- Atmospheric Science University of Wyomin

U.S. Forest Serviceest Service
Medicine Bow, Bridgerer-r-Teton, Medicine Bo
ShoshoneShoshone
Rocky Mtn Research StationRocky Mtn Res

U.S. Geological SurveyU.S. Geological Survey
Wyoming Dept. of Environmental QualityWyoming Dept. of Environmental Q
Wyoming Dept. of TransportationWyoming Dept. of Transportation
Wyoming Game & Fish DepartmentWyoming Game & Fish Departmen
Wyoming State Engineer’s Office

Next Meeting: 

January 27, 2016    
Cheyenne, WY

North American Weather North American Weather 
Modification Council (NAWMC)

Weather Modification Activities
in Western U.S. in 2012 

- Snowpack 
augmentation

- Precipitation 
enhancement

- Hail damage 
mitigation

Program Program 
Components

Weather 
Balloon 

Launches 
(Saratoga, WY)

Radiometers
Units deployed near:

-- Boulder, WY
(Wind River Range)

-- Saratoga, WY
(Medicine Bow Range)

-- Saveryry, WYSaverry WY, W
(Sierra Madre Range)
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Feburary 4, 2008 Wyoming Weather Modification

Targeting – “Detailed” profile snow samples

Trace chemistry snow sample collection

D1: 18km

D2: 6km

D3: 2km

NCAR Weather Research and 
Forecast Numerical Model

High ResolutionHigh Resolution
Precipitation Gauge Sites 

Three gauges per site
(Two different style gauges)

Education & Education &
OutreachOutreach

Efforts

WWMPP Target Areas

Operations were conducted 
annually from 15 November 
through 15 April, barring 
suspension.

Evaluation – modeling studies

Randomized Seeding Experiment

Medicine Bow/Sierra Madre Ranges

“Proof of Concept” Study Area

Approach to the 
evaluation, recommended 
by  National Research 
Council 2003 report, 
focused on the following 
areas:

1. Statistical 
2. Physical 
3. Modeling 
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Randomized Crossover Experimental Design

Similarity in storm conditions affecting both ranges allow for the possibility 
of a “cross-over” design resulting in paired data (seeded and control cases), 
and statistically is the most efficient design to conduct and evaluate.

Criteria for “case calling” (seedable conditions):  
1. Temperature (~10,000’) colder than -8 C (+17 F).
2. Supercooled liquid water evident within cloud.
3. Wind direction supports precipitation development 
at the target from envelope of AgI generators.

Case Calling

Summary of Cases and Seeding Decisions over mmary of Cases and Seeding Decisions ove
the Medicine Bow Range for 118 quality ne Bow Range for 1

controlled cases Primary Statistical Results

The primary statistical results (confirmatory analysis) using The p
the 

primary statie p
e snowgauge

istical results (confirmatory anatati
ee

( y
data with a randomized cross

ana
ssss-

alysis) usingaana
ss-over statistical thethee e nowgaunowgausnsn

design are:

RRR = 1.03               (3% increase in precipitation)
P
RR
PP-

R  1.03               (3% increase in precipitation)RRR
PP--value = 0.28         (28% chance that occurs by chance)

Since the pp-p value is greater than 0.05, the statistical test Since the pp- alue is greater than 0.05, the statistical test vavpp g
does not reject the null hypothesis that there is no effect of does not reject thedoes not rreeject theejeceje
cloud seeding.   
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Primary statistical analysis Further Exploratory Statistical Further Ex
Analysis

Further analysis of the data suggested two Further analysis of the data suggested two y gg
primary physical effects impacting the statistical primary physicaprimary physical ep y p y
analysis of the 4

aal e
44-

ffects impacting the stffects impacting the stefefl el e
44-hr precipitation data: 

1. Downwn-n-wind seeding of the Med Bow Range by Dowwnn-wind seeding of the Meww g
the Sierra Madre generators

2.
the Sierra Madre generatorsthe SSSierra Madre generatorsSierrSier
Minimum number of generator hours per case Minimum number of generator hours per caseMinimum number of generato
(or coverage of the cloud with silver iodide).

Examination of the potential Examination of the potential 
of downwind seeding of the of downwind seeding of th
Medicine Bows by Sierra Medicine
Madre

Downwind Seeding of Med Bows by Sierra Madre
Ice Nuclei Plume e Detection and Snow Ice Nuclei P
Sampling 

Mountain Meadows Cabins, Medicine Bow Range, December 2008

Downwind Impacts

MB seeding, with Ag Signal SM seeding, with plume

Ag (DRI)
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The e groundd-d-based AINC measurements TheT e roungr dd ased AINC measurements bab
indicated that silver iodide reached the Medicine indicated that silver iodide reached the Medicine
Bow target in 21 Sierra Madre seeding cases. 

Eliminating g these 21 cases from the e 118 snow EliminatiE
gauge 

ngg thnati
ee cases 

se 21 cases from thee 18 snow 11hesth
ss increased the RRR from 1.03 to gaugee 

1.04.

An n AgII cloud seeding Ann gIA I cloud seeding c
parameterization implemented parameterization implemented 
into the Weather Research and o the Weather Research a

Forecast NCAR model

Xue et al., 2013: Implementation of a silver iodide cloud seeding 
parameterization in WRF. Part I: Model description and idealized 
2D sensitivity tests. JAMC.

Xue et al., 2013: Implementation of a silver iodide cloud seeding 
parameterization in WRF. Part II: 3D simulations of actual 
seeding events and sensitivity tests. JAMC.

Downwind Seeding of the Medicine Bow by the Sierra Madre

Simulated precipitation from nucleation of AgI

Simulated increase in precipitation due to cloud 
seeding with AgI

X Target

The model estimated 18 cases of enhanced The model estimated
precipitation in the 

d 18 cases of enhanceated
ee Medicine Bow target 

ed ance
etet during  precipitation in thee MediM

Sierra Madre seeding 
cine Bow targeet uringduedi

gg cases (for 2009/2010, Sierra Madre seedingg aseca
2011/2012, 2013/2014). 

Eliminating g these e 18 8 cases from the e 118 snow Eliminati
gauge 

ngg thnati
e e cases 

see 8188 ases from theca e 18 snow 11hesth
s s increased the RRR from 1.03 to 

w 
o o 1.09.
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Eliminating cases of f downwind d seeding of the Med Bows by Sierra Madre ating cases oElimina f ownwinddo d eeding of the Med Bows by Sierra Madrese
seeding from silver iodide ground based measurements and model estimates of g from silver iodide ground based measurements and model estimates oseeding
seeding precipitation and applying the statistical analysis results in values of g precipitation and seeding
RRR from 1.04 to 1.09. 

Impact of the number of generators Impact of the number of
active per case on the 

f generatorsr of
e e snowguageactive per 

statistics

Impact of the number of generators active per case

Eliminating cases with generator hours per case of less Eliminating
than 27 

g cases with generator hours per case of leating
77 hours and applying the statistical analysis than 277 ours and applying theho

results in values of RRR from 
 statisthe

m m 1.03 
tatis
3 3 to 

cal anasticis
o ooo 1.17. 

Procedure: Simulate three years of Procedure: Simulate three years of
the RSE using the exact seeding the RSE using the exact seeding 
timing and conditions (57 cases)

Seasons

2009/2010 
2011/2012
2013/2014

Summary of Cases and Seeding Summary o
Decisions
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Simulation of the impact 
of f f AgI

p
II seeding with the gg g

WRF model shows 10
g
00-
g
00-15% increase in shows 100 5% in151

precipitation 

Model estimate of seeding effect by direct simulation of del estimate of seeding effect by direct simulationMod
seeding and natural cloud for ½ of the RSE cases ding andseed
shows 10

and
1010-

d natural cloud for ½ of the Rdand
00--15% increase over a season

Conclusion:Conclusion:
The accumulated The accuThe accumu
evidence 

ulatedulatedumuumu
e from the evidenceevidencee e rom the rom thefrfr

statistical, modeling, statistical, modeling, statisticaal, modelingal, g
and physical studies and physical studies and physical studies
suggests a positive suggests a positive suggests a positivegg p
orographic seeding orographic seeding orographic seedingg p g
effect, over a winter effect, over a winter effect, over a winter
season, between 5 season, between 5season, between 5
and 15% in the and 15% in theand 15% in the
Medicine Bow and Medicine Bow and Medicine Bow and
Sierra Madre Ranges, SieSierra
for 

a Madrea Madre Rerraerra
r seedable

RangesRangese Re R
e cases forforr r eedableeedablesese ee cases casescc

based on the RSE based on the RSE baased on thased e RSEe R
criteria and for which criteria and for wcriteria and for wh
sufficient ground

icicwhwh
d-sufficient grounsufficient groundd-g

based silver iodide based silver iobased silver io
seeding was seeding waseeding wa
achieved

http://wwdc.state.wy.us

Next Steps: Next Steps: 
Collaborative Weather aborative Weat

Modification

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Evaluation 
modeling 
studies

Randomized 
seeding 

experiment

Final Results Presentation 
December 10, 2014
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Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Operations 
2014-15

Wind River Range

WWMPP GROUNDD-WWMPP GROUNDD
BASED GENERATOR

WWMPP GROUNDD-WWMPP GROUNDD
BASED GENERATORBASED GENERATOR
(LOWER BASIN FUNDED)

RADIOMETER 

Wind River Range Winter 20144-4-15River Range Winter 2
Funding Partners

Operations:

Southern Nevada Water Authority
Central Arizona Projectj
Colorado Water Board of California a –

Sixixix-xx-Agency Committeeg yg
Arizona Dept. of Water Resourcesp
Utah Division of Water Resources

Modeling and Evaluation:

US Bureau of Reclamation

(State of Wyoming’s participation capped at 25%)

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

RangeSalt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

2015 Wyoming Legislative Session

HB70 Omnibus Water Bill ll -- Construction

Legislative Select Water Committee amended Legislative Select Water CL
the Omnibus Water Bill 

er C
llll –

ommittee amended CoC
–– Construction to add in the Omnibus Water Billl Construction to adC

$1,447,500 to “jump start” cloud seeding $1,447,500 to jump start  cloud seeding 
activities across the State of Wyoming based activities across the State of Wyoming based 
on the preliminary findings of the Wyoming on the preliminary findings of the Wyo
Weather Modification Pilot Program.

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

RangeSalt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study
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Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Salt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

Final Design 
& Permitting

Medicine Bow & Sierra MadresMedicine Bow & Sierra Madres
Final Design and Permitting Project

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Salt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

Final Design 
& Permitting

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Salt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

Final Design 
& Permitting

Big

Horn
Range

Feasibility 
Study

Big Horn RangeBig Horn Range
Weather Modification Feasibility Study

Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Salt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

Final Design 
& Permitting

Big

Horn
Range

Feasibility 
Study
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Wyoming Weather Modification Project

Wind
River

Range

Sierra
Madre

Medicine
Bow

Salt
River

Wyoming

Collaborative
Operations

Phase II 
Feasibility 

Study

Final Design 
& Permitting

Big

Horn
Range

Feasibility 
Study

Range
Laramie

Feasibility 
Study

Laramie RangeLaramie Range
Weather Modification Feasibility Study

Summary
Transitioning from Research to Operations

Pursuing Collaborative Opportunities

Continuing Education & Outreach Activities

Outer Drive, Casper, WY ~ Jan. 18, 2014

Questions?

Barry B. LawrenceBarry B. Lawrence
Wyoming WaterWyoming Water
Development OfficeDevelopment Office
barry.lawrence@wyo.govbarry.lawrence@wyo.govyyyy @ yyyy gggg
http://wwdc.state.wy.us/
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Update of the Paris Hills Phosphate Mine Project for the  

Bear River Commission 
November 17, 2015 

2 

Paris Hills Project 

Proposed phosphate mine 

Underground mining only, room and pillar mining method 

Small surface facility footprint 

Direct ship rock, no processing or tailings facilities on site 

Mostly ore (economic) rock mined; limited waste (uneconomic) rock mined 

Ore rock will be transported by highway truck to local markets or by rail to distant 
markets 

Small waste rock storage facility 

 
Project Location 

3 

 

Situated in the foothills of the Bear 
River Range, Bear Lake County 

Located 45 miles south of the Soda 
Springs phosphate mining area 

 

 

 

Property comprised of: Idaho Department of State Lands 
(40%), private land (40%) and BLM (10%), ~2,500 acres  
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4 

Project Highlights 

Acquired property in 2009 

Exploration drilling from 2010 to 2012 

Feasibility Study completed in Dec. 2012 with positive economic results 

Baseline surface water monitoring since 2010 from 20 stations 

Baseline groundwater monitoring since 2013 from 8 wells 

Initiated project permitting with Idaho in 2013 

Three-day aquifer pump test in Jan. 2014 (inconclusive dewatering estimate) 

Thirty-day aquifer pump test in July 2015 
  

Feasibility Study Highlights 

5 

Study targeted the Lower Phosphate Zone only 

Future studies may add Upper Zone 

Dewatering (displacement of groundwater) ahead of mining will be required 

Eighteen (18) million tons of minable reserve at a grade of 29.5% P2O5 

Nineteen (19) year mine life 

Estimated 300 employees during peak years  

6 

Surface Water Monitoring – Creek/Spring Locations 

Seeps & Springs (6 total) 

 

Paris Creek (perennial)  )

Bloomington Creek (perennial) 

Little Canyon Drainage (intermittent) 

 

• 20 monitoring locations including 4 automated stream gaging stations  
• Sampling since September 2010; samples taken 4 times annually BEAR RIVER COMMISSION MEETING 
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7 

          MONITOR WELL LOCATIONS 
           
          PUMPING WELL LOCATION 
 
          PIEZOMETER LOCATIONS 

MW-2W 

MW-1W 

MW-4R 

MW-3W 
MW-6T 

MW-5D 

PW-1W 
MW-8S 

MW-7S 

8 

Groundwater Program 

Eight pairs of piezometers installed during the exploration program (2010 – 2012) 

Eight monitor wells completed in late-2012 and early-2013 

Plan to inject groundwater back into the aquifer in the valley east of the mine area. 
Some groundwater anticipated to be released to surface outlets. 

Baseline water quality samples were taken every six weeks for two years; currently 
samples  taken quarterly. 

Samples meet Idaho water quality standards with few exceptions: 

Exceptions: 

secondary Idaho standards for Iron & Manganese in the mine area 

primary federal standard for Arsenic in the valley (injection area) 

9 

Groundwater Program 

Drilling of a pumping well completed in late-2013 

Three-day aquifer pump test completed in Jan. 2014 (inconclusive dewatering 
estimate) 

Regional groundwater study initiated in June 2014 

Thirty-day aquifer pump test completed in July 2015 

Drawdown and recovery water levels encouraging for dewatering of the mine 

Latest dewatering estimates anticipated to be similar to Feasibility Study 
estimates 
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10 

Next Steps 

Complete final groundwater model and dewatering estimate by mid-Nov. 2015 

Submit permit applications in early 2016 

Finish regional groundwater study in early 2016 

Update Feasibility Study by mid-2016 

Add latest hydrology information and dewatering flow estimates 

Optimize mine plan timing to reduce peak dewatering flows 

Add Upper Phosphate Zone 

11 

 
END 

12 

North-South Cross Section – looking west  
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13 

East-West Cross Section – looking north  

Surface Facilities 
Layout 

14 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BEAR RIVER COMMISSION MEETING Appendix F 
November 17, 2015 

Status/Process 
Twin Lakes (Bear River Narrows Project) FERC Permit 

 
November 17, 2015 

 

• Permit filing more than a decade ago, license application in process for at least the 
past 8 years 

• Entered Pre-Application Document (PAD) process in December 2006, this allows for 
the filing of a more informed license application.  Required the submittal of studies 
(maybe $3M).  FERC has not seen a new license of an unconstructed project of this 
“size” in about 30 years. 

• November, 2013 filed the formal application 
• Accepted application in October, 2014 
• Sought comments from agencies and public 
• September 30, 2015 issued a draft EIS.  EIS recommends that FERC take the “No 

Action” alternative (denial of application).   
• Draft EIS was somewhat unusual in that though its preferred alternative is no 

action, it did have a staff created alternative of what would be required if a permit 
were to be granted. 

• The issuing of the draft EIS commenced a 60-day comment period which expires on 
November 30, 2015. 

 

 
o Based on comments, staff will create a final EIS.  Staff could revised EIS, could revise 

recommendation or stick with prior recommendation.  Final EIS to be completed 
maybe April, 2016.  Will have an appendix with responses to all meaningful 
comments. 

o Staff will also draft an Order consistent with the recommendations in the EIS 
o Order will be issued by Commission probably 3-6 months after the issuance of the 

Final EIS.  Commission could go with the recommendation found in the FEIS or 
override the recommendation and go another way. 

o Within 30 days of the issuance of the Order, applicant can file a request for re-
hearing. 

o Once final, there are options for judicial review in federal court 
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